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Jumping Castle Hiring Business
Just listed and exclusively presented is this iconic home or venue Jumping Castles hiring business.
Established over 15 years and still running successfully, this is Melbourne's most reputable and sought
after jumping castle hire go to. Please note some following facts

This is a seasonal business which makes it ideal as a second income opportunity.
Enjoy healthy and exciting profit margins with very minimal overheads.
Sale includes a freshly painted green van that has been wrapped with branding etc. Definitely an eye
catcher.
The sale also includes all castles and inflatables, along with newly purchased weights, safety
equipment and heavy duty blowers. The business phone, all business names and intellectual property
are part of the sale.
Diverse range for homes, parks, venues, supplying castles for all types of occasions.
This business specializes in medium to large scale events all throughout Melbourne, fully compliant
with insurance and all relative compliancies/standards.
Business owns three flagship custom made rainproof castles, no other operator in Australia has them,
perfect for wetter seasons.
Established over 15 years ago and still going strong with a broad customer base.
Organically listed on page 1 of Google searches sees a steady stream of bookings.
Built from the ground-up custom website allowing customers to book seamlessly.
Complete comprehensive backend system, making all logistics and management of the business as
simple as can be.
Staffed and operational with setup staff and pack up and dismantling staff.
This would be a perfect bolt on operation to an existing business, or a home based business
opportunity for anyone wanting to build up a side hustle.
Huge upside and improvement available.
Looking at circa $100,000 profit annually.
In an uncertain market of rising rates and costs, this business ticks all the boxes for low cost entry,
stock included, turnkey operation, excellent trading history and reputation, massive upside to a
committed buyer.
Consider this business before buying anything else. Please feel free to contact Brian at TRIDENT
business for more information.
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